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This research provides a thorough study of the mechanical response of PCL scaffolds13
and determines their deformation micromechanisms at different scales by a combination of14
experimental techniques (mechanical tests, scanning electron microscopy, wide angle X-ray15
diffraction and small-angle X-ray scattering). Scaffolds with different fibre orientation dis-16
tribution functions were manufactured and subjected to tensile loading. Macromechanical17
properties were dictated by the fibre deformation and interaction in terms of fibre straight-18
ening, rotation and stretching. Stiffness and yield strength were directly proportional to the19
percentage of fibres oriented with the loading direction. Gradual deformation induced pro-20
gressive fibre rotation, uncurling and stretching, showing different impact at molecular level21
for each configuration. Fibres aligned with the loading direction presented homogeneous22
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plasticity with an inherent loss of crystal phase, meanwhile misaligned fibres exhibited neg-23
ligible loss of crystallinity due to a predominance of fibre rotation. Fibre plasticity triggered24
the macromechanical yielding of the scaffold and for high levels of plastic deformation fibres25
developed macromolecular fibrils and microvoids. These findings provide the fundamen-26
tal observations to develop engineering tissues with highly tunable and tailored mechanical27
properties for site specific in vivo applications28
Highlights29
• In-situ SAXS/WAXD characterisation of PCL scaffolds is accomplished.30
• Evolution of deformation mechanisms at different scales is ascertained.31
• Contribution of fibre plastic deformation to the ductility of the scaffold is determined.32
• Evolution of fibre orientation distribution function is presented.33
Keywords: PCL scaffold, synchrotron, tensile response, SAXS/WAXD34
1. Introduction35
Polycaprolactone (PCL) scaffolds manufactured by electrospinning are a biocompatible36
artificial tissue that provide a feasible environment for cellular growth and nutrient delivery37
[1, 2, 3]. They achieve this by mimicking the microscale biophysical characteristics of the38
tissue being regenerated [4]. They have been successfully implanted in patients for repa-39
ration of resected osteosarcoma defects, dermis and cartilage [5, 6, 7], however, their weak40
mechanical properties hinder their implementation in applications that require higher stress41
solicitations such as bone or muscle [8, 9, 10].42
Conventional characterisation of scaffolds usually focuses on biocompatibility and cell43
propagation [11, 12, 13], meanwhile, the study of their mechanical properties is currently44
marginal [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. The mechanical properties of nonwovens can be analysed at a45
homogeneous network macroscale and at the individual fibre level. The global macroscale46
properties dictate cell bidding onto the scaffold, meanwhile, local microscale properties such47
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as resin stiffness and microthread volume play a secondary role in cell alignment [19, 20].48
Analysis of mechanical properties and deformation mechanisms of PCL scaffolds under uni-49
axial stretching is usually accomplished by means of Scanning Electron Microscopy [21].50
Mechanical response depends on both the stress state attained in the fibres and the way51
individual fibres interact with the network through the bonds. In particular, PCL scaf-52
folds present outstanding ductility with variable stiffness proportional to fibre volume, bond53
density and the percentage of fibres oriented at a particular direction, known as fibre Ori-54
entation Distribution Function (ODF) [22, 23, 24]. When subjected to uniaxial stretch, the55
fibre ODF evolves in terms of fibre rotation and straightening, resulting in a modification of56
the original mechanical properties [25]. At the same time, fibres aligned with the loading di-57
rection are elastically, and eventually, plastically deformed [26]. Initial studies show certain58
similarities with the mechanical response of thermally bonded nonwovens [27, 28], however,59
a detailed study at molecular scale is required to fully understand the role of fibre plasticity60
and bond strength on the mechanical response of PCL scaffolds, which has a major role on61
the application and suitability of engineered tissues in vivo using this fabrication process.62
Mechanical behaviour of PCL films at molecular scale is conventionally discerned by63
Wide-Angle X-ray Diffraction (WAXD) and Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) [29].64
WAXD is employed to detect the crystalline structure and orientation of the PCL phase,65
while SAXS is used to characterise the size and orientation of lamellae and amorphous66
regions. Diffraction techniques also show great potential to characterise the evolution of67
the deformation mechanisms of PCL scaffolds under uniaxial stretching and provide the68
relationship between fibre plasticity and macromechanical yielding. SAXS/WAXD analysis69
has been previously applied to determine the mechanical behaviour of fibre based materials70
such as Kevlar bundles [30], electrospun Poly(Vinyl Alcohol) nonwovens [31] and electrospun71
Nylon-6,6 fibres [32]. Diffraction techniques have been also employed to define the role of72
different processing parameters in the final microstructure of PCL scaffolds [33, 34, 35, 26,73
36, 37], however, to the author’s knowledge, inspection by simultaneous SAXS/WAXD of74
in-situ mechanical testing has not been accomplished before in this material.75
The aim of this paper is to provide a thorough study of the mechanical response of PCL76
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scaffolds and determine their deformation micromechanisms at different scales, including for77
first time the molecular level. Scaffolds with aligned and random fibre ODFs were manu-78
factured by electrospinning and characterised by a combination of experimental techniques.79
Scaffolds were initially inspected by scanning electron microscopy and subjected to tensile80
loading along perpendicular directions. Evolution of deformation mechanisms at network81
level in terms of fibre straightening, rotation and stretching was analysed for each configura-82
tion, focusing on the role of bond strength in the stress transfer mechanisms within the fibre83
network and the localisation of fibre plasticity as function of fibre orientation. Micromechan-84
ical characterisation at molecular level was carried out by means of SAXS/WAXD diffraction85
techniques, showing the relationship between crystal structure and fibre plasticity. SAXS86
intensity was also employed to quantify the evolution of fibre ODF. This information is rele-87
vant to determine the role of fibre plasticity in the macromechanical yielding of the scaffold.88
Furthermore, the reported mechanisms establishes the basis to predict and optimise the89
mechanical performance of engineering tissues and to develop highly tunable and tailored90
scaffolds for a wide range of applications with site specific in vivo requirements.91
2. Materials and methods92
2.1. Material93
Scaffolds were manufactured by electrospinning with two different fibre distributions:94
aligned (A) and random (R). Fibres were produced by dissolving 10% polycaprolactone95
(PCL) in a solution of Hexafluoroisopropanol (97% purity, Manchester Organics, UK). Non-96
woven electrospun meshes were fabricated at flow rate of 1.2 ml h−1 through a needle bore97
of 0.4 mm, an accelerating voltage of +12 kV/ -4 kV and a working distance of 150 mm.98
All fibres were collected on a rotating mandrel covered with aluminium foil, at an ambient99
temperature of 23◦C. Mandrel speed was set at 2000 rpm for aligned and 250 rpm for ran-100
domly distributed configurations. Further information about the manufacturing process is101
available in [38]. The manufacturing process introduced two principal material directions102
known as machine (MD) and transverse (TD) which followed the mandrel rotation and the103
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perpendicular direction, respectively. Morphology of the fibre network was inspected with104
a Hitachi TM400 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) with a 15 kV accelerating voltage105
and a working distance of 14 mm. Prior to SEM observation, stretched scaffolds were taped106
in a relaxed state onto an aluminium supporting plate.107
2.2. Thermal characterisation108
The fibre crystallinity was investigated by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and109
Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA). DSC was carried out in nitrogen atmosphere using a110
TA Instruments Q200 apparatus. Prior to testing, each specimen was weighted (5 mg) and111
placed in an aluminium pan, sealed with an aluminium cover. The specimen was heated at112





where ∆H0 is the heat of fusion of 100% crystalline PCL, taken as 139.5 J/g [39] and ∆H114
is the heat of melting calculated by the integration of the melting peak for all samples [40].115
TGA was carried out in nitrogen atmosphere (flow rate=200 ml min1) using a Seiko TG116
220 at a heating rate of 10◦C/ min in the temperature range from 20 to 800◦C. Sample mass117
was 5 mg. TGA curves and derivatograms were recorded.118
2.3. Mechanical testing119
An Instron 3367 tensile test machine with a 50 N load cell was used to characterise120
the mechanical response of the scaffolds by means of stress-strain curves. Specimens were121
cut with scissors along perpendicular directions forming rectangles 60 mm long and 10 mm122
wide, with gauge length of 40 mm. Scaffolds were stretched up to a 200% of deformation123
at a constant velocity of 0.25 mm/s. Conventional force per width values were used to124
normalise the material stress, as established by the standard test method for 2D materials125
(ASTM D5729-97). Scaffolds were characterised along the machine (MD) and transverse126
(TD) directions and three samples were tested per configuration to determine the scattering127
in mechanical properties.128
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2.4. Microstructural SAXS/WAXD characterisation129
Simultaneous Wide-Angle X-ray Diffraction (WAXD) and Small-Angle X-ray Scattering130
(SAXS) data were collected at the I22 beamline of the Diamond Light Source synchrotron131
facility (Didcot, Oxfordshire, UK) [41]. The beamline was tuned to operate at a beam energy132
of 12.4 keV giving a wavelength of 1 Å. WAXD and SAXS measurements were performed133
over a 250 x 80 µm2 spot size, with sample-to-detector distances of 400 and 4780 mm,134
respectively. The two-dimensional X-ray patterns were recorded on Pilatus P3-2M detectors135
with a 1 s exposure time. Scaffolds with random and aligned architecture were analysed136
to different degrees of elongation along MD and TD directions. Measurements were taken137
in-situ, while the scaffolds were stretched in a small elongating frame actuated at a constant138
velocity of 2 mm/s .139
2.5. Data analysis140
Raw synchrotron data were directly processed with the software DAWN [42, 43]. Pipelines141
linking the calibration and mask files were programmed and background intensities were ex-142
tracted from the patterns to remove the influence of the exposure time and the Kapton143
window. Azimuthal and radial integrations were computed and results were exported in csv144
files for further data treatment with the software MATLAB [44].145
The scanning records for WAXD were focused on the q-spacing 1.4 Å−1 < d < 1.8 Å−1146
which covered the diffraction peaks corresponding to (110), (111) and (200) planes of the147
orthorhombic lattice structure of PCL crystals [45]. Radial integration of 2D WAXD patterns148
within the interval 105◦ to 355◦ was accomplished to obtain the one-dimensional graph in the149
form of normalised intensity (area under the curve equals to 1) vs q in Angstrom. As samples150
of the pure amorphous material could not be manufactured, the degree of crystallinity was151
obtained by deconvoluting the crystalline phase of the main diffraction peaks (110) and152





where Ic stands for the total crystalline area under the Gaussian curves and I represents154
the total area given by the diffractogram in the range 1.4 to 1.6 Å−1.155
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Data treatment of SAXS patterns was divided into low and high q-spacing values. Long156
period (L, distance between the adjacent lamellae) was obtained from the outer q range157





where qmax corresponded to the scattering maximum position from the Lorentz-corrected 1D159
SAXS curves [40, 46]. Integration of 2D SAXS patterns was accomplished in equatorial and160
meridional regions separately to isolate the signal provided by the long period with equivalent161
cake amplitudes of 80◦, centered on the equator (π) and the pole (π/2) respectively.162
Low q-spacing region was postprocessed to obtain the fibre Orientation Distribution163
Functions (ODFs) following an equivalent methodology based on the analysis of WAXD164
patterns previously validated for different fibre networks [47, 48, 49]. Advantage of this165
technique with respect to conventional Fourier transform image processing of micrographies166
obtained by scanning electron microscopy or confocal laser scanning microscopy is the ver-167
satility for thick materials [50]. Methodology to obtain the equivalent fibre ODF is recalled168
in this section for the shake of completion.169
The distribution of azimuthal intensity of the diffraction pattern is directly proportional170
to the alignment of the polymer chains for WAXD, and macromolecular arrangements for171
SAXS. Statistically, the diffraction patterns provide the distribution of average tangent ori-172
entation vectors within the inspection spot, hence patterns will present a constant intensity173
if the vectors are isotropically oriented in all directions or will show discrete spots parallel174
to the vector direction in the case of perfect alignment along the preferential direction. The175
level of preferred lamellar and macromolecular orientation in a fibre depends on the mate-176
rial, the manufacturing process and the stretching of the fibre [33]. In the particular case of177
electrospun PCL fibres, a low degree of misorientation is expected for large macromolecular178
arrangements such as fibrils and cavitations [30, 51, 52, 53, 54, 26], therefore, the inner179
region of the SAXS signal at low q values can limit the error in the resultant fibre ODFs180
when assuming perfect alignment of the average tangent vectors with the fibre axis.181
The scanning records were centered in the range 0.02 to 0.025 Å−1. Considering a curved182
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Figure 1: (a) Planar representation of a curved fibre within the inspection spot of the SAXS measurement.




, can be used to track the fibre orientation. (b) Distribution of
end-to-end vectors in the electrospun scaffold.

















which can be understood as a measure of the orientation angle, β in Fig. 1(a), of a ficti-185
tious straight fibre joining the fibre ends (end-to-end vector, A to B points), see Fig. 1(b).186
The angular distribution of average orientation vectors within the inspection spot can be187
considered representative of the overall fibre ODF in the scaffold. Intensity values were188
normalized to obtain an area equal to 1 under the ODF function for comparison purposes.189
This treatment encompasses both fibre curvature and fibre orientation and it is not possi-190
ble to deconvolve them. It should be noted that, although the spot size was much smaller191
than the fibre length, this methodology has been previously validated through 3D X-ray192
microtomography for UHMWPE nonwovens, were fibre ODFs obtained by both techniques193
were in good agreement [49]. The beam spot size was also of same order of magnitude of194
SEM micrographies, so conventional hypothesis regarding fibre length and fibre orientation195
considered for fast Fourier transform image analysis of SEM micrographies should still be196
valid [22, 33, 50, 24].197
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Figure 2: Different architectures of the manufactured scaffolds. (a) Aligned and (b) random configurations.
3. Results and discussion198
3.1. Morphological characterisation199
Manufactured scaffolds were initially inspected by SEM. Scaffolds were processed with200
different fibre distributions: aligned (A) and random (R), see Fig.2 (a) and (b), respec-201
tively. All fibres were composed of a single filament and two different fibre diameters of202
1.435 ± 0.277 µm and 1.894 ± 0.166 µm were obtained for the aligned and random con-203
figurations respectively. The random scaffold exhibited high fibre curvature, meanwhile the204
aligned scaffold was mainly composed of straight fibres, although a percentage of fibres with205
high curvature appeared as a result of fibre breakage during electrospinning. Fibre bonds206
were created by local fusion when fibres deposited in the collector had not dried completely207
such that adjacent fibres fused together when the solvent evaporated.208
3.2. Thermal characterisation209
Thermal behaviour of the scaffolds was also analysed by TGA and DSC, see Fig. 3. Sim-210
ilar results were found for both, aligned and random configurations. The thermogravimetric211
analysis showed negligible mass loss until approximately 400◦C, where full decomposition of212
the PCL scaffolds was registered. No evidence of any additional component apart from the213
PCL polymer was found. The differential scanning calorimetry detected the melting peaks214
around 61◦C, with enthalpies of 79.4 and 75.8 J/g for aligned and random configurations215
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Figure 3: Thermal characterisation of aligned and random PCL scaffolds. (a) Thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) and (b) differential scanning calorimetry thermograms (DSC).
respectively and equivalent crystallinities of 57% for aligned and 54.3% for random scaffolds216
with an average of 55.7%, in agreement with previous observations [39, 55].217
3.3. Macromechanical response218
The tensile response of the scaffolds was characterised along machine (MD) and trans-219
verse (TD) directions. Representative nominal stress (force per fabric width) vs. engineering220
strain curves are plotted in Fig. 4. The average values of the yield stress, yield strain, the221
Young’s modulus and plastic area slope are depicted in Table 1, together with the standard222
deviation, as a function of the loading direction. Higher scattering in material properties223
was given for the aligned scaffold stretched along MD due to slippage from the grips. All224
configurations showed an initial elastic response followed by a plastic region, exhibiting out-225
standing ductility up to 200% strain without attaining final failure. Yielding occurred when226
the fraction of fibres oriented with the loading direction plasticised.227
Differences in mechanical properties for each tested configuration were dictated by mi-228
cromechanical deformation mechanisms such as fibre straightening, rotation and stretching,229
therefore, macromechanical parameters such as scaffold stiffness, strength and yield strain230
depended on the initial fibre Orientation Distribution Function (ODF). As shown in Fig. 4,231
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Figure 4: Representative nominal stress vs. engineering strain curves for the aligned and random scaffolds
along machine and transverse directions.
Figure 5: Above, SEM images of aligned scaffolds (a) 0%, (b) 200% along MD and (c) 200% along TD
strain. Below, respective higher magnifications. The white arrow indicates the direction of stretching and
the black arrows show local fibre necking.
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Table 1: In-plane tensile mechanical properties of the aligned and random scaffolds as a function of the
orientation
Type Loading Yield stress Yield strain Young’s modulus Plastic area slope
direction (N/m) (%) (N/m) (N/m)
Aligned
MD 438.7±6.1 6.75±1.02 6499.3±130.18 98.76 ±26.25
TD 25.9±2.8 13.2±1.22 191.6±3.3 14.88 ± 0.13
Random
MD 116.2±11.8 11.05±0.88 1051.4±24.0 25.23 ±1.98
TD 130.3±11.5 11.66±0.87 1145.7±20.7 27.20 ± 1.15
the aligned scaffold presented very different mechanical response when tested along the ma-232
chine (MD) and the transverse (TD) directions, exhibiting 30 times higher stiffness and 17233
times higher yield strength when stretched along MD than along TD. These differences on234
stiffness and yield strength were a result of the greater percentage of fibres oriented with235
the loading direction, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The fibre ODF also had a significant influence236
on the triggering of the macromechanical plasticity of the scaffold, exhibiting higher yield237
strain for TD configuration rather than along MD.238
Mechanical properties of the aligned scaffold across perpendicular directions were dic-239
tated by the triggering sequence of deformation micromechanisms. Fibre deformation be-240
came the predominant deformation mechanisms when stretching along the stiffest direction241
(MD) with negligible influence of fibre rotation, as depicted by the evolution of fibre mor-242
phology for a 200% of deformation in Fig. 5(b). As a result of the low fibre curvature, fibre243
plastification of aligned fibres was homogeneous, as shown in the micrography at higher244
magnification, see Fig. 5(e). On the other hand, when stretching along transverse direction245
(TD), the scaffold presented the softest response, with higher yielding strain and lower mod-246
uli. The predominant deformation mechanism was fibre rotation, as shown by the evolution247
of the fibre ODF at 200% of deformation in Fig. 5(c). Large fibre rotation took place before248
fibre plastification became significant to trigger macromechanical yielding, presenting local249
necking of a small fraction of fibres, see Fig. 5(f). The fibre rotation delayed the macrome-250
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Figure 6: Above, SEM images of random scaffolds (a) 0%, (b) 100% and (c) 200% strain. Below, higher
magnifications for (d) 50%, (e) 100% and (f) 200% strain. The white arrow indicates the direction of
stretching and the black arrows show local fibre necking.
.
chanical yielding of the scaffold, increasing the yield strain from 6.75% (MD stretching)251
up to 13.2% of deformation, see Table 1. After the yielding strain, bonds between fibres252
ensured the stress transfer leading to further progressive realignment with the loading di-253
rection. The combination of fibre rotation and localised plastification resulted in a plastic254
slope and equivalent hardening modulus six times lower when stretching along TD, com-255
pared to the MD direction, driven solely by fibre global plastification. Bonds also controlled256
the evolution of the fibre ODF anchoring fibres at discrete points of the network, resulting257
in an increment of fibre curvature instead of bond fracture and fibre sliding [56].258
The random scaffold exhibited an intermediate behaviour due to the coupling of fibre un-259
curling, rotation and stretching. All values of stiffness and strength were within the bounds260
given by the mechanical properties of the aligned scaffold across perpendicular directions,261
although higher proximity to the mechanical response of the aligned scaffold tested along262
transverse direction (TD) was found. Slightly higher stiffness and strength were exhibited263
when stretching along TD, however, overall response of the material was considered homoge-264
neous, with quasi-isotropic fibre ODF, bond density and fibre connectivity, see Fig. 6(a). As265
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elongation progressed, fibre uncurling and re-orientation occurred heterogeneously, showing266
regions of high fibre re-alignment and regions that preserved the original fibre curvature,267
see Figs. 6(b) and (c). Fibres oriented with the loading direction exhibited heterogeneous268
global plasticity and localised necking, see Figs. 6(d) and (e), which became the predom-269
inant deformation mechanisms at high strain levels, see Fig. 6(f). This phenomenon of270
local necking ocurred due to the high adhesion of the bonds between fibres. As opposed271
to thermally bonded nonwovens [28], the bonds originated during electrospinning presented272
high resistance and did not fail at large strains. As a result, anchoring points possessed the273
largest structural section, inducing necking of adjacent single filaments.274
3.4. WAXD and SAXS analysis275
WAXD and SAXS measurements where taken in-situ simultaneously during deforma-276
tion to analyse the microstructural evolution for different strain levels. Figs. 7 and 8 show277
the representative WAXD and SAXS patterns for aligned scaffolds stretched along MD278
and TD respectively, and Fig. 9 shows the equivalent for the random configuration. For279
the as-received state, the corresponding two main reflections (110) (innermost) and (200)280
(outermost) were identified on the 2D WAXD patterns. Preferential fibre alignment was281
qualitatively exhibited in the (200) diffraction peak, which appeared as an azimuthal arc282
oriented parallel to the fibre axis, on the equatorial region for the MD aligned scaffold, see283
Fig. 7(a), and on the equivalent meridional region for the TD scaffold, see Fig. 8(a), mean-284
while, the random scaffold presented an homogeneous circular ring as a result of the isotropic285
fibre arrangement, see Fig. 9(a). The patterns evolved with deformation, re-orienting with286
the loading direction, changing the angular position and width of the diffraction peaks and287
showing different evolution trends for each configuration.288
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Figure 7: Above, two-dimensional WAXD patterns of aligned scaffolds stretched along MD. (a) 0%, (b) 50%,
(c) 100% and (d) 200%. Below, two-dimensional SAXS patterns of scaffolds with the same configuration.
(e) 0%, (f) 50%, (g) 100% and (h) 200%.
.
Figure 8: Above, two-dimensional WAXD patterns of aligned scaffolds stretched along TD. (a) 0%, (b) 50%,
(c) 100% and (d) 200%. Below, two-dimensional SAXS patterns of scaffolds with the same configuration.
(e) 0%, (f) 50%, (g) 100% and (h) 200%.
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Figure 9: Above, two-dimensional WAXD patterns of random scaffolds. (a) 0%, (b) 50%, (c) 100% and (d)
200%. Below, two-dimensional SAXS patterns of scaffolds with the same configuration. (e) 0%, (f) 50%,
(g) 100% and (h) 200%.
To offer quantitative information of the evolution of the crystalline structure, 1D-WAXD289
curves integrated over the planar area from the corresponding 2D-WAXD patterns are plot-290
ted in Fig. 10 for different deformation levels. As elongation progressed, peaks broaden291
indicating a change in the crystal morphology. Degree of crystallinity was determined using292
the methodology exposed in previous Section 2.5 and results are plotted in Fig. 11. All con-293
figurations presented a similar initial crystallinity degree, between 55 to 60%, in agreement294
with the DSC measurements, exhibiting a different trend with elongation depending on the295
predominant deformation mode. As mentioned before, main deformation mechanism of the296
aligned scaffold stretched along TD was fibre rotation with the loading direction with min-297
imal localised plasticity at fibre necks, therefore, deformation process had negligible impact298
at crystal (lamella) level, showing reduced evolution of crystallinity. On the other hand,299
main deformation mechanism of aligned scaffolds elongated along MD was fibre stretching,300
exhibiting continuous reduction of fibre crystallinity up to a 18% for 200% of deformation.301
At the same time, the mechanical response of the random scaffold coupled stretching, rota-302
tion and straightening of the fibres, showing drastic decrease of crystallinity after a 100% of303
deformation corresponding to homogeneous plastification of a large fraction of fibres aligned304
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Figure 10: Evolution of 1D-WAXD curves with deformation for (a) aligned scaffold stretched along MD, (b)
aligned scaffold stretched along TD and (c) random scaffold.
with the loading direction, in agreement with previous SEM observations, see Fig. 6(c). As305
reported in previous studies [57], loss of crystal phase was a result of lamellae fragmentation.306
Fibre deformation over the yield strain unfolded the crystalline molecular chains increasing307
the content of amorphous phase. As a result of this phenomenon at molecular scale, scaffolds308
suffered macromechanical yielding, see Fig.4.309
Further evolution of the crystal structure was analysed by SAXS. Two different regions310
were identified; the outer region at high q values, representative of the distance between311
lamellae and the inner region at low q values, produced by macromolecular arrangements312
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Figure 11: Evolution of the degree of crystallinity with deformation and validation with DSC results.
[30]. The preferential fibre alignment can be also observed in the outer scattering patterns,313
with a dumbbell-like signal perpendicular to the fibre axis; at the meridional region for314
MD aligned scaffold, see Fig. 7(e), and at the equatorial region for the TD aligned scaffold,315
see Fig. 8(e), in line with WAXD observations. Again, the random scaffold presented an316
homogeneous scattering ring, see Fig. 9(e). Evolution of scattering signals with deformation317
followed the macrostructural fibre rotation and the changes at fibre molecular level. The318
homogeneous ring of the random scaffold transformed from circular to oblate progressively319
due to the reorientation of the fibres with the loading direction, see Figs. 9(f), (g) and320
(h). On the other hand, the TD aligned scaffold turned from oblate to circular due to the321
increment in fibre curvature, see Figs. 8(f), (g) and (h). Finally, the MD aligned scaffold322
kept the original dumbbell-like shape as fibre re-alignment was limited, see Figs. 7(f) and323
(h).324
The outer region cake integrations of 2D SAXS patterns at high q values are shown in325
Fig. 12. Two characteristic long periods were identified; L0 = 126.6Å for the as-received326
state, and L = 148.4Å for stretched specimens. The random scaffold additionally presented327
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Figure 12: Evolution of 1D-SAXS curves with deformation for (a) Aligned scaffold stretched along MD,
meridional integration, (b) aligned scaffold stretched along TD, equatorial integration, (c) random scaffold,
meridional integration and (d) random scaffold, equatorial integration. Dashed lines mark the scattering
maximum for as-received state (q0 = 0.0496Å
−1), partial elastic deformation (q1 = 0.0444Å
−1) and satura-
tion of elastic deformation (q = 0.0432Å−1).
an intermediate value L1 = 141.7Å for a 50% of deformation. The long period measured the328
distance between adjacent lamellae consisting of amorphous and crystalline regions and its329
shift towards a lower scattering angle indicated an increment of deformation of the amor-330
phous regions. This microstructural change translated into recoverable elastic deformation331
of the fibres and it was triggered before lamellae fragmentation. Macromechanically, aligned332
scaffolds composed of straight fibres exhausted the elastic deformation capacity at a 50% of333
elongation, meanwhile, the random scaffolds still presented remaining elasticity as a result334
of the high fibre curvature previously registered by SEM microscopy, see Fig. 6.335
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Additionally, evolution of signal intensity was also registered for all configurations. An336
increment of intensity was exhibited from 0 to 50% of deformation mainly produced by the337
homogenisation of the distances between amorphous and crystalline regions, with an inherent338
reduction of the peak width. On the other hand, deformations higher than 50% induced a339
reduction of the signal intensity due to the fibre rotation, that spread the scattering signal340
out of the selected integration range, and the loss of crystal phase, in agreement with previous341
crystalinity measurements, see Fig. 11. Equatorial measurements were also influenced by342
the generation of a streak, represented by an increment of signal for low scattering angles,343
not related to the long period. These observations differed from previous results in PCL344
films, where strain-induced recrystallisation occurred in the amorphous region, developing a345
newly formed polymorph of smaller crystals characterised by a lower long period [29]. The346
current results suggest that the manufacturing of fibres by electrospinning inhibits the strain-347
induced recrystallisation process due to the high degree of molecular orientation. Please note348
Fig. 12 represents three different in-situ experiments, so comparisons of the non-normalised349
intensity signal between different samples should be carefully assessed. Intensity counts are350
heavily influenced by macromechanical parameters such as electron density, scaffold density,351
air voids, relative position of the sample in the holder, beam focus, etc. Differences were352
also potentiated by the non-symmetric nature of the beam spot produced by two different353
adaptive bimorph vertical and horizontal mirrors [58].354
At an upper scale, further observations can be extracted from the inner region of SAXS355
patterns at low q values. Azimuthal integrations of the SAXS signals as described in previous356
Section 2.5 were computed to obtain the evolution of the fibre ODFs, see Fig. 13 (a) and (b)357
for aligned scaffold stretched along MD and TD respectively, and (c) for the random scaffold.358
The aligned scaffolds initially had around 90% of fibres oriented with the MD, meanwhile,359
the random scaffold presented a nearly homogeneous fibre distribution with slightly higher360
percentage of fibres oriented with the TD. These observations were in agreement with the361
mechanical response of the random scaffold, that exhibited slightly higher stiffness along362
TD, see Fig. 4. The deformation of the scaffold promoted a progressive fibre re-orientation363
with the applied strain along the π/2 and −π/2 loading directions, showing different trends364
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Figure 13: Polar representation of the evolution of the fibre orientation distribution function (ODF) as
function of the applied strain. (a) Aligned scaffold stretched along MD, (b) aligned scaffold stretched along
TD and (c) random scaffold. Dash lines stand for the summation of the fibre ODF and the newly developed
macromolecular arrangements.
depending on the initial fibre ODF. In particular, the aligned scaffold stretched along TD365
gradually lost the initial unidirectional structure, resulting in a bimodal fibre distribution as366
a result of the induced fibre curvature. On the other hand, the random scaffold progressively367
increased the fibre realignment until becoming an unidirectional scaffold.368
As previously discussed, large values of applied strain induced drastic changes on the crys-369
talline structure. In particular, the inner SAXS pattern evolved into a streak perpendicular370
to the fibre axis, indicating the development of macromolecular morphological alterations.371
This streak appeared at deformations of 200% for the random scaffold, see Fig. 9 (h), and372
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from deformations of 50% for the aligned scaffold stretched along MD, see Fig. 7 (f), (g) and373
(h). These values of deformation correlated with the drop of crystallinity, see Fig. 11. The374
streak provoked a substantial increment of the scattering signal, therefore at this stage the375
azimuthal integrations depicted in the polar plots had an additional component produced by376
the newly developed macromolecular arrangements, plotted by dash lines in Fig. 13, repre-377
sentative of the limitations of the current approach. The decoupling of the signal to obtain378
the fibre ODF for high applied strains requires careful assessment, as interpretation of the379
physical phenomena captured at this stage is not straightforward. As stated in the litera-380
ture, the inner scattering signal may contain contributions from the microfibrillar structure,381
cavitations, voids and the surface scattering of the fibres [59, 30, 51, 52, 53, 54, 60]. Con-382
ventional void size for a broad range of materials including polyethylene and polyesters has383
been reported between 20 to 600 Å, so cavitation could not be detected by SEM microscopy384
during this study. On the other hand, development of fibrils during fibre tensile stretching385
has been also reported as the main deformation micromechanism for aramids [30, 61] and386
aromatic copolysulfonamid [51], nevertheless, the observations obtained during our work387
could not solely attribute the evolution of the scattering to this mechanism, in agreement388
with recent publications in PCL fibre networks [34, 37]. In addition, in the particular case389
of scaffolds, the scattering in the vicinity of the beam center has been previously attributed390
to the difference in electron density between the nanofibres and air voids [31]. After cau-391
tious consideration, further research is needed at lower scales, including TEM observations392
[62], to determine the contribution of microvoids and fibrils development in the final plastic393
response of the material.394
4. Conclusions395
The deformation micromechanisms of electrospun polycaprolactone (PCL) tissue scaf-396
folds were analyzed in detail by means of a combination experiments carried out at different397
length scales. Scaffolds with unidirectional (aligned) and random fibre Orientation Dis-398
tribution Functions (ODFs) were manufactured by electrospinning and inspected by SEM399
microscopy. Spacial fibre distribution was ascertained by means of SAXS. Unidirectional400
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scaffolds presented an initial 90% of fibres oriented with the machine direction (MD), mean-401
while the random scaffold had an isotropic fibre distribution. Fibre diameter was also higher402
for random scaffolds as a result of the lower processing velocity. Fibres were fused together403
by chemical bonds during manufacturing providing homogeneous connectivity to the fibre404
network. Scaffolds were subjected to tensile loads along perpendicular directions and al-405
though all configurations exhibited an initial elastic response followed by a yielding region,406
significant differences in mechanical properties were found as function of the initial fibre407
ODF. Aligned scaffolds stretched along the fibre direction (MD) presented the highest stiff-408
ness and strength compared to their perpendicular transverse direction (TD), meanwhile,409
the random scaffold possessed balanced mechanical properties for both principal directions.410
Macromechanical deformation mechanisms at network level were identified as fibre straight-411
ening, rotation and stretching and they were responsible for the evolution of the fibre ODF.412
The aligned scaffold, with initial low fibre curvature, offered a different response depending413
on the loading direction, with predominance of fibre stretching or fibre rotation when elon-414
gated along MD or TD respectively. Plasticity at fibre level was directly proportional to fibre415
orientation with the loading direction, such that aligned fibres presented homogeneously dis-416
tributed plasticity, and misaligned fibres exhibited localised necking. On the other hand,417
the random scaffold coupled fibre rotation and stretching with additional fibre straightening.418
The fibre curvature delayed the development of localised necking in misaligned fibres. Bond419
strength played a relevant role in the stress transfer between fibres, resulting in outstanding420
ductility of the scaffold, showing negligible bond fracture for strain levels of 200% as opposed421
to their counterparts thermally-bonded nonwoven fabrics.422
Micromechanical deformation mechanisms at fibre level were determined as elastic and423
plastic fibre deformation, and final contribution into the mechanical response of the scaffold424
was ascertained by SAXS/WAXD diffraction techniques. PCL fibres presented an initial425
semicrystalline structure with an average of 56% crystal content. Upon deformation, elastic426
unfolding of amorphous chains was followed by plastic lamellae fragmentation and slippage,427
leading to macromechanical yielding of the scaffold. Fibre elasticity was registered by the428
evolution of the long period, meanwhile fibre plasticity was measured by the loss of crys-429
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tallinity. Macromechanical fibre straightening of initially curved fibres did not induce any430
change at fibre level, as determined by the evolution of the statistical long period of ran-431
dom scaffolds. After uncurling, scaffold elongation induced fibre elastic deformation until432
exhausting the mechanism. Above that threshold, fibre plasticity was triggered, finding a433
direct relationship between fibre alignment and loss of crystal content. Aligned scaffolds434
stretched along TD presented local fibre plasticity and necking with predominance of fibre435
rotation, inducing negligible loss of crystallinity. On the other hand, the aligned scaffold436
stretched along MD presented a progressive loss of crystal phase as a result of an homoge-437
neous distribution of fibre plasticity. The random scaffold coupled both, elastic and plastic438
deformation, with predominance of fibre rotation and local necking up to a 100% of defor-439
mation, and predominance of fibre stretching for elongations higher than 100%, exhibiting440
an intrinsic loss of crystallinity. Finally, unidirectional scaffolds with highly oriented fibres441
subjected to large plastic deformation developed macromolecular fibrils and microvoids, as442
registered by the streak on two-dimensional SAXS patterns.443
These detailed analyses of the micromechanisms of deformation in electrospun PCL scaf-444
folds are critical to design engineering tissues with highly tunable and tailored mechanical445
properties for site specific in vivo applications . In particular, the influence of fibre curvature446
and spatial distribution as well as the bond density can be tailored to increase the individual447
contribution of fibres to the strength and toughness of the scaffold. Moreover, these analyses448
provide the basis for the study of the cyclic and fatigue response of the scaffold, where the449
contributions of elastic and plastic fibre deformations need to be ascertained.450
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